Aravalli is one of the youngest district of state of Gujarat, carved out of the Sabarkantha district, having its head quarter at Modasa. This district is blessed with the holiest seat of Shamlaji, several Buddhist relics, natural resources and beauty of Aravalli Hills that run across Gujarat and Rajasthan.

Before turning the head quarter of Aravali, the 29th district of Gujarat, Modasa is still known as a Heritage town of Gujarat for its beautiful geographical location, rich culture and social values, reservoir of natural resources and a hub of knowledge and wisdom.

Modasa Education Society was established by renowned freedom fighter, educationalist and philanthropist late Shri M.L. Gandhi and Shri M.V.Gandhi in the year of 1919, to promote the quality education in this region.

Kaka Kalekar has complemented Modasa Education Society Campus as the SHANTI NIKETAN of Gujarat during his visit in the year of 1961.

Present Board of Trustees lead by Shri Bipin Bhai Shah is working hard to take its glory to the next stage. Presently Society is managing 6 schools offering quality education to more than 7000 students from KG to Senior Secondary Classes.
B-KANAE School was established in the year of 2005 to provide the Central Board education at Modasa. Presently B-KANAE School has grown from KG to Senior Secondary Classes and educating more than 850 students in a Green School Environment. B-KANAE School is a First Green Schools in India, who has won the many National awards and ranked among the top 100 Schools in India and top 10 Schools in Gujarat.
Our Green School initiative is a unique education concept, driven by the law of the nature which leads towards the sustainable future.

As a Green School, we believe that, if we want our children to flourish...we need to connect them with the nature, before we ask them to save it.

Green schools prepare students to become leaders and citizens who understand how the natural world works, see the patterns that connect human activities with the Mother Nature, and have the knowledge, values, and skills to act effectively on that understanding. Green school is an evolving process of sustainable activities that are appropriate to the available resources, histories, and levels of understanding.

Green School prepares students to be critical and creative thinkers who are confident to champion the sustainability of the world and its environment. It inspires their thirst to know more, equipped them with appropriate and relevant knowledge, and nurturing their passion to influence change in the way we are managing this planet.
Benefits of Green School

Green School saves money through reduced consumption of resources, educate the next generation on the value of caring for the environment, consistency in student’s fitness level, school discipline is driven by respect not by fear, students are nurtured in a natural environment, rise in teacher’s efficiency and overall result of the school.

Green Teachers
Achievements

KANA School is considered to be the most respected school in India. School has won many awards and recognition from National and International level.
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- National School Sanitation Award - 2012 - New Delhi
- India Green School Award - 2013 - Hyderabad
- Top School of India Award - 2014 - New Delhi
- Econ Green School Mentor Award - 2014 - New Delhi
- Green Difference of India Award - 2015 - Boston, USA
- Nominated for UNESCO - Japan Prize - 2015 - Paris, France